
R P
Reid Peevey

17,500 sf Warehouse for Lease 
215 Cotton - Waco, Tx 

10,000 sf free span, 21.5' sidewall Warehouse 

3 dock high and one grade doors

2,500 sf Offices and Showroom

Quiet, convenient location at Hwy 6 and Hwy 84 - M2 Zoning

Conveniently located in Waco's industrial park at Highway 6 and Highway 84,
this spacious warehouse is set up for both local sales and distribution. With free 
span construction and clear heights in the main warehouse area, Tenants can 
maximize their inventory storage. Ample docs and laoding areas combined with 
good parking and showroom make it perfect for distribution as well as local sales.

The information contained herein is derived from sources deemed reliable, but no warranty or representation is made or assumed for the accuracy 
thereof and the same is submitted subject to errors, omissions, change of price, rental or other conditions prior to sale, lease or withdrawal without 
          notice. In accordance with the law, this property is offered without respect to race, color, creed, sex, or physical or familial status.

 Lease Rate: $4.80 - NNN ($1.20)

Overview

O: (254)752-9500

Jim Peevey, CCIM

Highlights:

(254) 715-4592
jim@reidpeevey.com 

Pat Farrar
(254) 749-0613
pat@reidpeevey.com 

5,000 sf free span, 12' sidewall Staging Area

www.reidpeevey.com
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Location
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1.15
Acres

Site



125'

155'

125'

60'60'

Approx 2,500 sf Office/Showroom

Dock Doors Grade Door

8' x 8'8' x 10' 8' x 8'

25'

25'

25'

Support Columns

'High Bay' Side  
21.5' Side Walls, 28' Peak
Approx 10,200 sf

'Low Bay' Side  
10' Side Walls, 14' Peak
Approx 5,000 sf
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Floorplan
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Reid Peevey Company 9005413 reidpeevey@reidpeevey.com

Jim Peevey 419000 jim@reidpeevey.com

pat@reidpeevey.com (254) 749-0613

(254) 752-9500

(254) 752-9500


